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The astrophysical origin of the “knee” in primary
cosmic ray spectrum in PeV region is very popular and
is widely exploited in practice for a long time of about
50 years. A lot of models try to explain the “knee” by
the existence of different CR sources.

But, experimental data accumulated up to now in
cosmic ray physics seed some doubt to the “knee”
existence in primary cosmic ray spectrum (see
Yu.Stenkin, 29ICRC, 2005).
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1. What gave us recent experiments?

•  Tibet AS vs KASCADE (KASCADE-GRANDE)
Both gave many interesting results.
But, their data contradict each other!
 The problem of the “knee” is still open!
Moreover, it become even more unclear….
(see G. Schatz. Proc. 28th ICRC, Tsukuba, (2003), 97;
Yu. Stenkin. Proc. 29th ICRC, Pune (2005), v.6, 621;
 M.Amenomori et al. Astrophys. J, (2008), v.678, 1165)
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/ 15P, He by Tibet hybrid Experiment
 (Phys. Lett. B, 632, 58 (2006))
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Primary Proton spectrum Primary Helium spectrum      (All - (P+He)) /All

Conclusion: 1)  Our results shows that the main component responsible for the
knee structure of the all particle spectrumis heavier than helium nuclei.

But, KASCADE associate the knee with proton primaries...

Tibet ASγ used hybrid method and that is why it can really select 
ligth primaries. We do believe their result.
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Cosmic Rays from the Knee to the Highest Energies
Johannes Blumer, Ralph Engel, and Jorg R. Horandel
arXiv:0904.0725v1 [astro-ph.HE] 4 Apr 2009
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But, where could one see the «knee» in a
case if visible one is connected with iron

primaries
(if Tibet AS is correct)?

Sure, it could be seen to the left from PeV rigion!
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A. Haungs, J.Kempa et al.(KASCADE) Report FZKA6105 (1998). 

Δβ≈0.4

This is their old but correct paper on
my opinion
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The idea is:
Primary spectrum follows pure power law ~E-γ.
The «knee» visible in the EAS e-m component
(~Ne

-γ/α) is caused by a break of equilibrium
between the main hadronic and secondary e-m
components in a point where the number of
cascading hadrons becomes close to 1 and then to
0 results in a break of α in a function Ne(E0) ~E0

α.

Proposed in: Yu. Stenkin. Mod. Phys. Lett. A, 18, 1225 (2003)
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How could the EAS size spectrum look like if there
would be only one component - protons?

1.5

Because primary c.r. masses are spread between 1 and 56 and
effect depends on Eo/nucleus, then:

Monte-Carlo simulations with CORSIKA program (v.6012), X=1.7Km

Do not usually
measured by 

EAS array

Fe

all

Proton knee

Iron knee
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This model predicts:
- the knee should occur at almost equal      Ne
- first “knee” should be Δβ~0.35 at             Ne~104.8

- second “knee” should be Δβ~0.4 at          Ne~106.3

Therefore, it predicts the position and absolute
value of the knee!
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To costruct a novel type of EAS array
based on new principals

The only way to clearify the stuation on my
opinion is:

Such as:
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PRISMA
(PRImary Spectrum Measurement Array)

The project based on new principals. Hadrons will be
the main recording component. Hadronic sensitive
detectors will cover an area more than 104 m2.
It will measure primary spectrum from 10 TeV
through 30 PeV.
(see Yu. Stenkin. On the PRISMA project. ArXiv: 0902.0138v1 [Astro-
ph.IM])
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Thank you!
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